
Why EEC Galva

EEC Galva is the most modern and best organized private facility in Egypt offering Hot-Dip
Galvanization services to protect your product against the corrosive elements of the
environment.

We are a young and dynamic company serving to date over 50 customers and their major
infrastructure projects having supported some internationally renowned names.

We galvanize all types of steel piping sections & accessories, angle sections, cable trays,
gratings, handrails and special steel assemblies.

We have highly skilled and experienced galvanizing professionals serving your need.
Furthermore through the International Zinc Association (IZA), EEC Galva has access to the
latest thinking and technologies for the hot-dip galvanizing industry.

EEC Galva is different in FIVE ways from other galvanizers:

    -  Superior Customer Service

The essence at EEC Galva is ensuring the customer is happy every time.
This is achieved through our ability to be there for you. We pride ourselves in listening to

your requirements and your concerns.
Our open communications policy with our customers allows you to contact us any time, day

or night, or even to visit our factory.
And now we provide you the ability to track your products through our website.
  

    -  Quality, arguably the best in Egypt

EEC Galva uses the latest technologies, the most experienced professionals, the support
of external organizations, feedback of our customers, optimum chemicals and the purest zinc to
ensure you receive the highest standard quality product.

We are confident that when you use our service you will confirm the quality is the best in
Egypt.

 
    -  Ability to deliver on time
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With our scheduling system, you can be assured that your product will be delivered as
promised and agreed.

To ensure this system operates effectively, we believe in open and good communication to
ensure customer satisfaction.

 
    -  Flexibility around the clock

EEC Galva prides itself when supporting our customer in emergencies.
It is a cornerstone of our philosophy.
We take extra efforts to shrink delivery times, receive and deliver anytime and provide off-

and on-site technical support.
And when last minute opportunities present themselves, we respond promptly whether it is

for competitive pricing, an expedited service or cost-saving fabrication advice to name but a
few.

 
    -  And of course our prices.

You can count on EEC Galva to provide you with a competitive price for our galvanization
and support services every time.

And that is not all, as a customer you will receive the best attention and quality in the
Egyptian market.

Although a young company, EEC Galva is part of the larger EEC Group network – a
multi-national company spanning the Middle East & Africa.
This allows you to rest assured that a heavy weight is looking out for you and your products.
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